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Youre About To Experience Being "ON in a way most Business People, Entrepreneurs, Sales

Representatives and Day Traders only dream of" Imagine if you could, at the flip of a switch be in that

state where everything goes your way? Literally, NOT just metaphorically. --------------------------------- One

user reports ; "....Was in the market for the GBP/JPY and it was going against me and about 15 min into

this frequency, the prices started going my way, and it kept going and I kept myself from exiting. For

some reason, I was able to follow the prices tick for tick. I knew when it will tick up and when it will tick

down and at which price level I can bail, which I did for an incredible profit. Marvellous!"

-------------------------------------------- INSTALL THE STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS YOU DESIRE TO BE

"ON" DURING YOUR TRADE, (or any venture, business activity) INSTANTLY ! POWERFUL AUDIO

FREQUENCIES THAT CONTAIN MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF STATES OF

CONSCIOUSNESS, EMOTIONS AND PHYSICAL WELL BEING. UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU'VE EVER

WITNESSED OR HEARD OF BEFORE!!! This is NOT ; Binaural Beats, HemiSync, Subliminal

Vocalizations, or Hypnosis. Instantly experience emotions and feelings of being lucky and in the flow by

simply listening to special audio frequencies that you play as MP3 files. Create powerful feelings

immediately of success and 'knowing' everything is going to generally work out just the way you want it.

Induce internal patterns of behaviour that draw and magnetize fortunate events, contacts and outcomes

to you. Frequency Driven Behaviour Entrainment to Optimize Peak Performance in Day Trading

----------------- MORE OF JUST A FEW OF HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS ; "...The first time I played it

on my MP3 player and walked around, I started bumping into half a dozen people I know in a single

afternoon. Must be just a coincidence, I thought. It can't be this remarkable! " ".....After a day of listening

to it, I started to feel a tingle. I thought maybe it's the vibration from the construction machinery near

where I work. Walked around and it was indeed that. The strange part is, the vibration followed me home

as I was listening to the frequency on the way back and the tingling sensation came back". "..When I play

this, emotionally I 'feel' lucky... and have noticed that reasonable exposure seems to set my frame of

mind to an expectation of good things will happen..." "...I started to noticed what seemed like
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spontaneous rapid changes in my physical experiences with my environment in others, shortly after

listening to the freqs. Some examples, - Finding parking spots in places and during times, that I NEVER

come across for months and months at a time, and this happening quite a bit - Running into people I like

quite a bit who I havent seen in a long long time, or rather having people approach me in a really friendly

manner, the place I live in, well the locals are not on average terribly pleasant people, and Im not the only

one to think this.... - Finding money on the ground, having bad luck take strange twists that turn out good

some how.... "..a group I barely know offered me free use of an incredibly expensive piece of technology

that should be quite instrumental in helping the healing process for my 'stuff' overall, AND they just gave

me about $300.00 worth of very rare very valuable medical research related documents." "...I think I have

some "Good Luck" to report with the good luck frequencies. I won 8 dinners for two in AZ at some really

nice resturants. I was picked out of 6,500 entries. That's pretty good odds. " "..Ive been hearing Good luck

Evoker during the last week 50 minutes by day, 25 minutes in the morning, and 25 minutes before go to

sleep.Apparent results= 5 new client, invitation to p rticipate in a new research funded by a local NGO

about forest floral remedies in a partnership with a local indian tribe.interesting i was a bit tired of my daily

routine and now im working almost full day!" "Hi Doc and group. just to tell you that after hearing a loop

sequency of Super Succes, Harmony in Finances,attract good things, Good luck Evoker and money

attractor during 4 days, like 2hours by day, i had the follow events in my life; increasing number of

Astrology clients, 7 ex pupils from the university from where im retired, came to my house and asked me

orientation regarding their last article to get the university degree what means a good extra money" "The

shop has only been open for 16 months, and generally it's been touch and go to even stay open. There

have been plenty of days when no one comes in at all. It has gotten a little better in the past 4 months;

enough for me to squeak by. But yesterday I had several sales, and one customer bought quite a bit of

merchandise. So it's possible that the Harmony frequencies are helping. I'll be curious to try them again,

and see if this is consistent." "Hi, and thanks, doc! It made my day, made me much more positive and

made me see posibilities, rather than obstacles.Good one! " "I had the same experience when looking at

my own chart I saw good thingschallenges that I would savor overcoming to be victoriousa bit dramatic,

but that was the feeling J " "When Star Guy mentioned the super success frequency, the first thing came

to my mind was that it might be related to the emotion you go through when you are so content of

something you accomplished or did; something that is registered in your subconscious as a tangible



success indicator. But, now I think it is more than that. I think it attempts to trigger or stir your universal

mind, which has always been present but covered since a long time with thick blankets of collective

conscious!" "I have a feeling that this frequency works on the RIGHT BRAIN, which is responsible of

imagination, feeling, symbols, philosophy and religion .. etc I've noticed that the background sound of this

frequency goes directly to the right side of my head, and when the pressure or the throbbing starts, it

starts there. " "I purchased the 'Super Success' and 'Money Attractor' frequencies and listened to them all

day yesterday. Today, I received a call which will put me on the path to my dreams. Very impressed! "

------------ Save $147.97, Half off the list price of all the frequencies when you purchase them as a kit. This

collection contains the following products: SUPER SUCCESSFUL BEHAVIOUR.mp3 UNCANNY TIMING

AND INTUITION Elixir.mp3 GOOD LUCK EVOKER VERY POTENT.MP3.mp3 ENERGY and FOCUS

OPTIMIZER POTENT ELIXIR.mp3 MONEY ATTRACTOR - Attitude Improvement.mp3 HEALTH

WEALTH WISDOM LEGAL SUCCESS Elixir.mp3 HARMONY IN FINANCES AND ROMANCE - VERY

POTENT.mp3 BRAIN BOOSTER Piracetam Combo.mp3 ATTRACT GOOD THINGS.mp3 ATTRACTION

MAGNETIZER 1 - CAUTION VERY POTENT MATE AND LUCKY EVENTS 1.mp3 MENTAL

CONCENTRATION.mp3 MENTAL PROBLEM SOLVING.mp3
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